A computational model by Hayes and Wilson (2008) seemingly captures a diverse range of phonotactic phenomena without variables, contrasting with the presumptions of many formal theories. Here, we examine the plausibility of this approach by comparing generalizations of identity restrictions by this architecture and human learners. Whereas humans generalize identity restrictions broadly, to both native and nonnative phonemes, the original model and several related variants failed to generalize to nonnative phonemes. In contrast, a revised model equipped with variables more closely matches human behavior. These findings suggest that, like syntax, phonological grammars are endowed with algebraic relations among variables that support acrossthe-board generalizations.
What is the bare minimum inventory of computational machinery necessary to account for phonological generalizations? In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in a class of statistical models of phonology (e.g., Adriaans and Kager 2010 , Albright 2007 , Cole 2009 , Coleman and Pierrehumbert 1997 , Frisch, Pierrehumbert, and Broe 2004 , Goldsmith 2010 , Harm and Seidenberg 1999 , Rumelhart and McClelland 1986 , Sibley et al. 2008 . Much of the excitement surrounding these models stems from their promise of capturing native speakers' knowledge of phonology while eliminating many substantive universal constraints assumed by previous theories (e.g., the universal constraint set assumed by classic Optimality Theory; McCarthy and Prince 1995 , Prince and Smolensky 1993 ). The challenge presented by statistical models, however, goes far beyond the question of phonological substance. It is unbounded infinity-the capacity to represent and learn generalizations that apply to any member of a given class, both familiar and novel, and potentially a defining feature of the grammar itself (Chomsky 1972 (Chomsky , 2005 -that many such models tacitly deny.
Categories (e.g., ''syllable,'' ''noun'') and variables over categories are necessary for learning and representing certain unbounded generalizations. However, many statistical models of phonology eliminate variables altogether. Generalizations, in such models, are captured only by constraints on the cooccurrence of features and segments, and these constraints are learned from
We thank Outi Bat-El, Bruce Hayes, Andrew Nevins, and John Frampton for discussions of this research. This research was supported by NIDCD grant DC003277. the lexicon. To the extent that such models can account for phonological competence, their success would indicate that phonological learners are potentially limited with respect to the scope of phonological generalizations they ultimately attain. The narrow scope of phonological generalizations would also set the phonological computational component apart from the rest of the grammar.
In this commentary, we wish to draw attention to this tacit assumption and evaluate it by analyzing the performance of the statistical induction model proposed by Hayes and Wilson (2008;  henceforth HW08)-arguably the most successful of its kind. The HW08 model stands apart from its predecessors in that it can demonstrably capture significant generalizations ranging from specific aspects of phonotactics-onset phonotactics, vowel harmony, and stress patterns-to the phonology of an entire language. Although the HW08 model has been amply tested against natural linguistic corpora and experimental findings, missing from this evaluation is a systematic assessment of the scope of generalizations attained by the model. Here, we outline such a test and use it to evaluate the model against human behavior. We demonstrate that despite its numerous achievements, the original HW08 architecture is limited with respect to its capacity to generalize, and that as a result, it is ultimately unable to fully capture human phonological productivity. While such limitations can be remedied by revising the model, the need for such revisions challenges the view of the combinatorial phonological system as narrow in scope.
The Role of Variables in Explaining Linguistic Productivity
The vast majority of contemporary linguistic theory is predicated upon the assumption that many linguistic generalizations extend across the board to unbounded sets of instances. People demonstrably extend their syntactic knowledge to word sequences they have never heard before (Chomsky 1957) , for instance. Similarly, word formation applies to utterly unfamiliar bases (Berent, Pinker, and Shimron 1999 , Kim et al. 1994 , Marcus et al. 1995 , Pinker 1991 , Prasada and Pinker 1993 and has been used as a canonical example of the need for operations over variables in human language (Marcus 2001 , Pinker 1991 . Whether a grammar is characterized in terms of rules, parameters, principles, or constraints, most linguistic theories attribute unbounded productivity explicitly or implicitly to variables (Chomsky 1980 , Marcus 2001 , Pinker and Prince 1988 , Smolensky and Legendre 2006 . In such theories, grammatical statements concern categories (''noun'') rather than any bounded set of tokens that might instantiate those categories (e.g., dog, cat, as instances of a ''noun''). Because variables can stand for unbounded sets of elements, they allow learners to extend generalizations across the board, to any potential member of the class. A learner who has acquired the English plural formation rule (Noun stem ‫ם‬S) will generalize relevant grammatical restrictions to any token, regardless of whether it is familiar (e.g., *rats-eater) or not, and regardless of whether it is phonologically licit (e.g., *ploons-eater) or ill-formed (e.g., *ptoons-eater; Berent and Pinker 2007) .
Variables are critical for numerous grammatical functions. Here, it might be useful to distinguish between two types of functions: a simple first-order concatenation of categories (e.g., NPNDet‫ם‬N; syllable Nonset‫ם‬rhyme); and a second-order relation among them, such as recursion (e.g., SNS‫ם‬NP) or identity (XX, where X can stand for a given element). While first-order concatenative functions array the ordering of specific categories (e.g., the category of nouns, onsets, or the labial features), relations such as identity hold for any such category, familiar (the class of labials) or novel (the class of segments defined by features that are unattested in one's language). Such relations therefore cannot be encoded by concatenating categories. Rather, they call for a variable that ranges over a category and that can appear in more than one place in a single grammatical rule or constraint (thus binding the two positions together by the relation of identity). So unlike first-order concatenation of categories, relational functions require the encoding of variables. One can certainly describe sequences of identical elements (e.g., dog-dog, labiallabial) as the cooccurrence of specific tokens, but the formal relation of identity can only be expressed through the use of variables.
Phonology in the Absence of Variables
Although variables have played a central role in many formal linguistic accounts, the HW08 model can perform surprisingly well without them. Like many statistical models of phonotactics, the HW08 model infers the well-formedness of novel forms from the cooccurrence of their constituents in speakers' linguistic experience. Such inferences are captured by a set of weighted markedness constraints that maximize the probability of observed forms, which Hayes and Wilson take as a proxy of well-formedness. Crucially, constraints can only take two forms: either as bans on the sequencing of feature matrices or as logical implications among certain feature values. Variables and relations among variables are not represented in the HW08 model.
Provided only with the set of onset clusters attested in English, the model spontaneously acquired a set of 23 constraints on feature cooccurrence, which allowed it to productively distinguish attested English onsets that were absent in the training set from unattested ones, and even discern the well-formedness of onsets that are all unattested in English; the model's performance on unattested onsets approximated human ratings quite well (r‫)649.ס‬ and exceeded both a handcrafted grammar based on Clements and Keyser 1983 and the alternative statistical computational model proposed in Coleman and Pierrehumbert 1997. Although the model was unable to spontaneously learn nonlocal dependencies, when provided with a local representation of vowel harmony and metrical structure (using the vowel projection and metrical grid), the model successfully acquired the vowel harmony pattern of Shona and extracted the nonlocal stress pattern of Eastern Cheremis as well as the stress patterns of 33 other languages. Furthermore, the model's performance is not confined to isolated pieces of the phonological grammar. Given the Australian aboriginal language Wargamay, the model extracted various aspects of segmental phonotactics (including restrictions on syllable shapes, initial and final consonants, intervocalic consonant clusters, and consonant-vowel combinations) and learned the metrical pattern.
Not only can the HW08 model capture regularities concerning feature cooccurrence, but in some instances it could conceivably approximate constraints that would in traditional approaches be represented by means of explicit variables, such as identity restrictions. A restriction on identical places of articulation, for example, could be restated using multiple separate restrictions on feature cooccurrence, against root-adjacent labials (e.g., *labial-labial), dorsals (e.g., *dorsal-dorsal), coronals (e.g., *coronal-coronal), and so on (Coetzee and Pater 2008) . A *labial-labial constraint would not be formally distinct from any other first-order restriction on the cooccurrence of non-identical features (e.g., *labial-dorsal), and the fact that the two arguments of a *labial-labial constraint are indeed identical would not be directly represented. Nonetheless, constraints on feature cooccurrence might conceivably capture some of the restrictions on the distribution of attested forms.
In a similar way, a variable-free approach might even support some generalizations to novel items. Consider, for example, a hypothetical Semitic-like language consisting of elements such as smm, lff, and gpp, in which identical consonants would be allowed root-finally, but not rootinitially. Although learners that lack variables could not represent identity per se, HW08-style learners might nonetheless favor the unattested lbb over bbl in virtue of its labial-labial sequence, relative to lff and gpp. To the extent that novel items could piggyback onto constraints learned from lexical items, generalization could ensue.
The model's apparent success thus could be viewed as a challenge to the notion that variables are ultimately represented by the phonological mind, and also as an implicit proposal for one way in which the phonological component might be distinct from the rest of the grammar, perhaps even requiring a major rethinking of phonological theory and the relation of phonology to the language system as a whole.
The Case for Variables in Phonology
Despite the HW08 model's success, there are reasons to question whether the cooccurrence of feature sets is an adequate account of phonological knowledge. Many phonological primitives-entities such as ''onset,'' ''syllable,'' ''foot,'' and ''base''-potentially apply to unbounded classes of elements. Certain phonological constraints on such classes could entail variables.
The case for variables is strongest when it comes to phonological constraints that express second-order relations. Although segmental phonotactics famously lacks the second-order relation of recursion, phonological recursion has been documented at higher prosodic levels (Ladd 1986) , and second-order restrictions on identity are common in segmental phonology (Rose and Walker 2004, Suzuki 1998) . Identity avoidance is at the core of countless phonological processes, and its effects have been documented at numerous levels, including features (Ito and Mester 1986 , McCarthy 1994 , Yip 1988 , tones (Leben 1973) , segments (McCarthy 1981) , and prosodic categories (Yip 1988) . Similarly, phonological reduplication is widely attested (Moravcsik 1978) . Although reduplication can take morphological functions (Inkelas and Zoll 2005) , many cases of reduplication occur for purely phonological reasons (Alderete et al. 1999 , Inkelas 2008 ). In a system that lacks variables, such restrictions on identity and reduplication are represented in, at best, a piecemeal and fragmentary way.
A second argument for variables is presented by the scope of phonological generalizations. Numerous studies have shown that people generalize their phonotactic knowledge to novel items. Constraints on identity, for example, have been shown to generalize in both natural languages (Berent and Shimron 2003 , Berent, Shimron, and Vaknin 2001 , Berent, Vaknin, and Shimron 2004 , Coetzee 2008 , Frisch and Zawaydeh 2001 and artificial ones (Marcus et al. 1999 , Nevins 2010 , Toro et al. 2008 . But as discussed above, many generalizations can be accounted for either with powerful expressions over variables or with expressions consisting only of feature matrices.
How can these two options be empirically differentiated? The hallmark of computational mechanisms that operate on variables is that they allow learners to extend generalizations across the board. A restriction on identical consonants (*XX, where X‫ס‬a consonant), for instance, would apply to any consonant, either familiar or novel. Marcus (1998 Marcus ( , 2001 operationalized across-the-board generalizations in terms of the composition of novel test items and the items attested in learners' linguistic experience (the training set). Some test items overlap with the feature composition of training items; consequently, generalization to such items (i.e., generalization within the training space) is ambiguous between mechanisms that relate variables and weaker systems that concatenate bounded feature sets. In contrast, a genuine generalization across the board extends to novel items even when these items cannot be exhaustively captured within the representational space of training items-a generalization dubbed by Marcus as falling outside the training space.
Although systems that explicitly represent variables have a mechanism for generalizing outside the training space, we conjectured that a feature-driven architecture that lacks variables, such as the HW08 model, might be expected to generalize in a more piecemeal fashion, depending on the exact relationship between novel elements and specific training examples.
In what follows, we ask two questions. First, is our conjecture correct? Is the HW08 architecture in fact limited in its abilities to generalize outside the training space? And second, how does the performance of the model relate to the available empirical evidence from humans?
Hebrew Word Formation: An Empirical Test Case
Our test for the role of variables in phonology comes from the restriction on identical consonants in the Hebrew base morpheme. Like many other Semitic languages, Hebrew allows identical consonants to occur at the right edge of the base (e.g., simem), but it bans them at the left edge (e.g., sisem; Greenberg 1950 ). The precise domain of this restriction-whether it constrains a consonantal root or a prosodic base consisting of consonants and vowels (hereafter, stems)-has been the subject of much active research (e.g., Bat-El 1994 , Gafos 2003 , Ussishkin 1999 ; for experimental evidence, see Berent, Vaknin, and Marcus 2007) . McCarthy's (1981) root-based account, for example, attributes the asymmetry to the application of the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP) within the consonantal root. In contrast, Bat-El's (2006) stem-based proposal captures the same facts by means of agreement-by-correspondence type constraints that are limited to identical consonants at the right edge. Regardless of the precise nature of this morphological domain, however, a restriction on the location of identical consonants must include mechanisms that specifically target identical elements. Our question here is whether human speakers do, in fact, encode such a constraint, and whether this constraint will be learnable by the HW08 architecture. To ensure that our test of the capacity of the HW08 architecture to restrict the location of identical consonants is not contaminated by the orthogonal problem of capturing long-distance restrictions, here we describe this base as a consonantal root-a decision motivated strictly on methodological grounds specific to our present inquiry.
Past research by Berent et al. (2002) demonstrated that speakers of Hebrew generalize their knowledge of the constraint on the Hebrew base morpheme to novel bases that include identical consonantal segments that are not native to Hebrew: the consonantal segments /t+/, /dÇ/, and // (albeit not to the nonconsonantal segment /w/ ). 1 Hebrew speakers rated /k/-type roots as more acceptable than /k /-type controls, and they took longer to determine that such forms do not exist in Hebrew. The generalization to // is particularly striking: not only is this segment nonnative to Hebrew, but its value for the tongue tip constriction area feature (Gafos 1999) does not occur in any native Hebrew segment. A priori, it would have been doubtful that restrictions on segment identity could be captured at the feature level-smm-type roots are far more frequent and preferable to the homorganic smb even though their final consonants share every feature Shimron 2003, Berent, Vaknin, and Shimron 2004) ; the observed generalization to a nonnative feature value counters even this remote possibility. Because this generalization exceeds the space of Hebrew segments and features, Berent, Vaknin, and Shimron interpreted these data as implying a constraint on identity that was stated as an operation over variables. Can the HW08 architecture challenge this interpretation and provide an alternative account that does not explicitly appeal to variables?
3.2 Hebrew Phonology in the Original HW08 Architecture 3.2.1 Testing the HW08 Architecture To examine this possibility, we tested the HW08 architecture on the Hebrew OCP data, including both native and nonnative phonemes. Each such test was conducted 10 times, and the results reported here reflect the mean across the 10 runs. In the first stage, we trained the model on a database of triconsonantal Hebrew roots. Next, we tested the model for its ability to generalize the restriction on segment identity to novel roots-the same set of materials previously tested with human participants (Berent, Everett, and Shimron 2001, Berent et al. 2002) . In one condition, novel test roots included phonemes that are all attested in Hebrew. Because such generalizations fall within the model's training space, we expected the original model to successfully generalize to such items. In the second critical condition, novel test items included identical segments with nonnative phonemes and features (/w/, /t+/, /dÇ/, and //), and as such, they fall outside the model's training space. Our conjecture was that because the HW08 architecture lacks relations among variables, it would (unlike human subjects) fail to exhibit such generalizations. If it were to succeed, the model would provide a sharp challenge to the view that variables are necessary for the adequate representation of phonology.
Model Code
The model used in our simulations was identical to the one in HW08 with two exceptions: first, the selection of constraints was determined by the criterion of maximal gain (as proposed in Della Pietra, Della Pietra, and Lafferty 1997); second, the complicated search heuristics proposed in HW08 (pp. 393-395) were replaced by exhaustive search. While this version maintains all of the core properties of the original HW08 architecture, subsequent simulations (reported below) showed that our simulation outperformed the published HW08 version on the Hebrew pattern. Therefore, this simulation presents a stronger test of the principled limitations of the HW08 architecture. To distinguish this variant from the (very close) version published by Hayes and Wilson (hereafter, Maxent HW ), we refer to the model used in our present simulations as Maxent Gain . (We also evaluated Maxent HW and a third variant, Maxent O/E , on the same training and testing data; results from these simulations, which lead to the same conclusion as those reported below, appear in section 3.3.)
Training Corpus
The Maxent Gain model was trained on a set of 1,449 productive triliteral Hebrew roots listed in the Even Shoshan Hebrew dictionary (i.e., roots appearing in Hebrew verbs; see Berent, Everett, and Shimron 2001) . These roots were represented using a standard set of phonological features of modern Hebrew suggested to us by Outi Bat-El (pers. comm., November 2009). 2 An additional feature, tongue tip constriction area (TTCA; Gafos 1999) , was added in order to allow for the coding of the unattested phoneme // (examined in subsequent sections). The entire set of features for native Hebrew phonemes and nonnative ones is provided in table 1.
Generalizations to Attested Phonemes
We first examined the performance of the model on novel roots consisting entirely of native Hebrew phonemes. The model's harmony scores are presented in figure 1 on page 105, alongside the acceptability ratings assigned to these roots by Hebrew speakers (data from Berent, Everett, and Shimron 2001, Experiment 3 ). An inspection of the means suggests that the model's predictions for the attested phonemes closely matched human performance. Like humans, the model deemed ssm-type roots with initial identical consonants ill-formed. These conclusions are borne out by an ANOVA of the effect of root type (ssm-, smm-, psm-type) on harmony scores. The significant main effect of root type (F(2, ‫;82.6ס)64‬ MSE‫,73.2ס‬ pϽ.004) in the ANOVA confirmed that the model was sensitive to root structure. Planned comparisons further showed that ssm-type roots were worse-formed compared with either smm-(t(46)‫,95.2ס‬ pϽ.02) or psm-type (t(46)‫,93.3ס‬ pϽ.002) controls, which did not differ from each other (t(46)Ͻ1, n.s.). 3 Thus, within the training space, the model accurately captured the fact that roots with initial identical consonants are ill-formed. What allowed the model to learn this pattern? Since the original HW08 architecture does not allow constraints containing variables over segments, a fortiori it cannot learn any constraint on segment identity per se. Similarly, the model cannot approximate the restriction on segment identity by explicitly banning identical feature matrices, as the model only represents constraints on the cooccurrence of feature matrices, not their relationship (i.e., identity). To the extent that the model captures human performance, we conjectured that the ban on ssm-type roots must therefore emerge from restrictions on the cooccurrence of specific feature combinations rootinitially. To illustrate this fact, we examined the constraints acquired by one of the 10 runs of (see table 2 on page 106 for the 30 highest-ranked constraints) reveals numerous piecemeal/individual constraints against identical features at the left edge of the root, including bans on identical labials and identical dorsals. Accordingly, the test root bbg, for example, is penalized relative to bgg because it violates the highly ranked constraint *#[‫ם‬labial][‫מ‬continuant,‫ם‬labial] (see (1)). Note, however, that this constraint does not broadly ban initial identical labials generally. Rather, it narrowly targets only labials that are 
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Figure 1
Harmony scores generated by the Maxent Gain model for roots with native Hebrew phonemes and the corresponding acceptability ratings by Hebrew speakers. Error bars reflect confidence intervals constructed for the difference between the means. followed by noncontinuant labials, so it does not penalize sequences such as mmg. Similar piecemeal bans govern the dislike of identical velars in kkt (relative to ktt, e.g.), due to the violation of the constraint on noncontinuant dorsals root-initially (*#[‫מ‬continuant,‫ם‬dorsal][‫מ‬continuant, ‫ם‬dorsal]). Once again, however, this narrow ban spares root-initial dorsals that are continuant, such as rrl, which in turn are penalized by another (low-ranked) constraint, (*#[‫ם‬sonorant, ‫ם‬dorsal][‫ם‬sonorant,‫ם‬dorsal]). Clearly, root-initial identity is not generally disallowed.
(1) Violations incurred by novel ssmversus smm-type roots The crucial question then is whether such constraints will allow the model to generalize identity restrictions to test items with phonemes that are nonnative to Hebrew: the phonemes /w/, /t+/, /dÇ/, and //. Figure 2 depicts the model's harmony scores for roots with nonnative phonemes alongside the acceptability ratings assigned to these roots by Hebrew speakers (data from Berent et al. 2002, Experiment 2) . Here, in contrast with the findings obtained with attested phonemes, the model's predictions for nonnative phonemes diverge from human behavior. While Hebrew speakers favor roots with final identity over roots with initial identity, the original Maxent Gain model did not reliably differentiate between them. An ANOVA indicated that the main effect of root type was significant (F(2, ‫,98.79ס)64‬ MSE‫,37.2ס‬ pϽ.0001). However, the dislike of ssm-relative to smm-type roots was not reliable (t(46)‫,27.1ס‬ pϽ.10). 
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Figure 2
Harmony scores generated by the Maxent Gain model for roots with nonnative phonemes and the corresponding acceptability ratings by Hebrew speakers. Error bars reflect confidence intervals constructed for the difference between the means.
A closer inspection suggests various discrepancies with human behavior (see figure 3) . Humans reliably generalized the ssm-smm asymmetry only to consonantal phonemes, not to nonconsonantal /w/, 4 as Hebrew strictly constrains the cooccurrence of glides (e.g., it disallows identical glides even for the native glide /j/). 5 Moreover, speakers extended these generalizations to each of the three consonantal phonemes, regardless of whether they fell within the Hebrew feature space (in the case of /t+/, /dÇ/) or outside it (for //). The Maxent Gain model, by contrast, generalized in a piecemeal fashion. An ANOVA of the harmony scores yielded a reliable root type ‫ן‬ phoneme interaction (F(6, ‫,62.4ס)04‬ MSE‫,19.1ס‬ pϽ.003). Planned comparisons, however, revealed two striking differences relative to human behavior. First, when provided with the nonconsonantal /w/, the model incorrectly favored wwg-type roots over their gww-type counterparts (t(40)‫,48.2ס‬ pϽ.008). Second, though the model successfully generalized within the training space, it failed to extend the generalization beyond it, to the phoneme // (t(40)Ͻ1, n.s.). While the original Maxent Gain model failed to constrain the position of novel identical consonants in the root, it overpenalized any root with nonnative identical consonants. Specifically, smm-type roots received reliably lower harmony scores compared with psm-type controls, and the magnitude of the smm-psm contrast with nonnative phonemes ‫)33.5ס⌬(‬ was over 6 times the magnitude of the ssm-smm effect ‫)33.5ס⌬(‬ and about 15 times the size of the smm-psm difference with native phonemes ‫.)63.0ס⌬(‬ Although humans also penalized roots with two nonnative phonemes, the human smm-psm effect ‫)31.0ס⌬(‬ was weaker than the ssm-smm asymmetry ‫)62.0ס⌬(‬ and comparable to the size of the smm-psm effect with native phonemes ‫.)41.0ס⌬(‬ The model's dispreference of smm-type roots with nonnative phonemes must therefore reflect their novelty. And indeed, each such root incurred two violations (one per nonnative segment) of some of the top-ranked constraints in the grammar. Specifically, xyy-type roots with identical // phonemes incurred two violations (one per phoneme) of *[‫ם‬continuant,‫מ‬strident]-the most heavily weighted constraint in the grammar; xyy-type roots with identical /t+/ and /dÇ/ each incurred two violations of *[‫מ‬continuant,‫מ‬anterior] (the second-ranked constraint) and those with identical /w/ phonemes violated *[‫מ‬consonantal,‫ם‬labial] (the eighth-ranked constraint). While the ultimate harmony score of a root cannot be ascribed to any single constraint, it nonetheless appears that overall novelty contributed to the harmony of nonnative phonemes far more than their root position. Moreover, the model was unable to generalize the restriction on identical consonants in a consistent fashion to nonnative phonemes. Rather than restricting roots with initial identity, the harmony of novel roots was determined by their overlap with the feature sequences that are attested in the Hebrew lexicon.
A Comparison with Other Variants of the HW08 Architecture
Why did the Maxent Gain model fail to generalize to novel phonemes? We attribute this limitation to the principled inability of the HW08 architecture to learn relations expressed with variables. Recall, however, that the code used in our simulations differed in some respects from the published HW08 version (Maxent HW ), so one might wonder whether these inadequacies result from these specific modifications, rather than limitations that are central to the HW08 architecture.
To rule out this possibility, we submitted the same data to the original code of the published HW08 model (Maxent HW ), again performing 10 runs of the model. For further comparison, we also examined 10 runs of another variant of the HW08 model in which constraints were selected using the Observed/Expected criterion (as in HW08, p. 392) but no search heuristics were used (Maxent O/E ). Both of these models, however, performed far worse than our Maxent Gain simulation (see figure 4) . The published Maxent HW model was insensitive to the structure of either novel roots with native phonemes (for the ssm-smm contrast, t(46)‫,96.1ס‬ pϾ.09, n.s.) or novel roots with nonnative phonemes (for the ssm-smm contrast, t(46)Ͻ1, n.s.).
Similar problems emerged in the Maxent O/E version. While this model was sensitive to root structure with native phonemes and correctly rendered ssm-type roots less acceptable than smmtype controls (t(46)‫,79.3ס‬ pϽ.003), when provided with nonnative phonemes, the model failed to differentiate between these two root types (tϽ1, n.s.). Thus, the failure to generalize the root Harmony scores generated by three variants of the HW08 architecture for roots with native and nonnative phonemes and the corresponding acceptability ratings by Hebrew speakers. Error bars reflect confidence intervals constructed for the difference between the means. structure constraint to novel phonemes is a systematic problem that is not limited to any particular run, constraint selection criterion, or search heuristic.
A Revised Model
The results presented so far suggest that the original HW08 model and its successors (Maxent O/E and Maxent Gain ) fail to adequately generalize the constraint on Hebrew roots; these models extend the restriction only to roots with native phonemes, not to roots with nonnative ones. We attribute this limitation to the elimination of variables. If our conclusions are correct, and if human phonological grammars do relate variables, then once the model is revised to support restrictions on segment identity, its performance should converge with human behavior.
Description of the Revised Model
To evaluate the role of variables, we next examined the performance of a minimally revised version of the best-performing model, Maxent Gain . This revision was prepared by Colin Wilson to allow constraints that contain variables over segments. Recall that the constraint schemas proposed in HW08 are of the form *X, *XY, *XYZ, . . . , where X, Y, Z are feature matrices or boundary symbols. For example, the constraint *#[‫ם‬labial] is violated by every instance of a labial segment that occurs at the beginning of the domain demarcated by the boundary symbol #. The revision created additional schemas by allowing variables bound by feature matrices to appear in the constraints: *X i ␣ i , *X i ␣ i Y, *XY i ␣ i , and so on. The constraint *X i ␣ i is violated once for every instance of a segment in the set denoted by X that is immediately followed by an identical segment. The constraint *X i ␣ i Y (or *YX i ␣ i ) is evaluated similarly, except that only repeated instances of X in the context Y (or Y ) incur violations.
To bring out the difference between feature matrices and variables bound by them, consider the two constraints *#[‫ם‬labial][‫ם‬labial] and *#[‫ם‬labial] i ␣ i . The first constraint is violated by any sequence of two labial segments at the beginning of the domain, regardless of whether or not the segments are identical (e.g., bbd, bmd) . The second constraint is violated only by identical labial sequences (e.g., bbd but not bmd). Since the inventory of feature matrices includes [‫ם‬segment]-denoting the set of all segments-it is also possible to state a constraint *#[‫ם‬segment] i ␣ i , which is violated by sequences of identical segments at the beginning of the domain, and a constraint *[‫ם‬segment] i ␣ i #, which is violated by identical sequences at the end of the domain.
At a more technical level, the revision works as follows. Given a finite set ⌺ of segments and a finite set ⌽ of features that assign values to the segments, the set of feature matrices is determined in the way proposed in HW08. Note that the features and segments could be specified innately or learned by an inductive mechanism not specified here (see the references in HW08: 390n6); similarly, nonnative segments of the kind studied in the Berent et al. (2002) experiments could be present in ⌺ during the learning of the native language or added to ⌺ as the result of exposure to nonnative input. 6 For any feature matrix X, the constraint *X i ␣ i as defined above is a function from strings over ⌺ to violation counts. The constraint can be equivalently represented as a disjunction of the form *((x 0 x 0 ) | (x 1 x 1 ) | . . . | (x n x n )), where ͕x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ͖ is the subset of ⌺ denoted by X. This is the form that is most useful for compiling the constraint to a weighted finite-state machine and combining it with other constraints into a machine that represents the entire phonotactic grammar. Parallel remarks apply to the other schema containing variables.
This revision of the Maxent Gain model qualifies as minimal because everything other than the constraint schema-the way in which harmonies and probabilities are assigned to phonological representations, the objective function that determines the weights of the constraints, the method of constraint selection, and the implementation of a grammar as a weighted finite-state machine-remains unchanged.
Results
The set of top 30 constraints acquired by the revised model is presented in table 3. Unlike the original Maxent Gain model implementation, the revised model acquired a restriction that specifically bans identical consonants root-initially-namely, a constraint of the type *#[‫ם‬segment] i ␣ i , where [‫ם‬segment] is the class containing all segments.
An inspection of the harmony means suggests that the performance of the revised model has improved considerably (see figure 5 on page 114). Unlike the original simulation, the revised model correctly banned identical phonemes root-initially for both native and nonnative phonemes. These conclusions are supported by one-way ANOVAs of the harmony scores for novel roots, performed separately for roots with native and nonnative phonemes. Root structure reliably modulated the predicted harmony scores for both native (F(2, ‫,11.42ס)64‬ MSE‫,92.2ס‬ pϽ.0001) and nonnative (F(2, ‫,32.051ס)64‬ MSE‫,14.2ס‬ pϽ.0001) phonemes. Planned comparison of roots with native phonemes confirmed that ssm-type roots were still correctly treated as worse-formed than smm-(t(46)‫,96.5ס‬ pϽ.0001) and psm-type (t(46)‫,92.6ס‬ pϽ.0001) controls. Crucially, however, the ban on ssm-type roots now generalized reliably to roots with nonnative phonemes: such ssmtype roots were reliably worse-formed compared with both smm-(t(46)‫,63.5ס‬ pϽ.0001) and psm-type (t(46)‫,49.61ס‬ pϽ.0001) controls.
To further ensure that the restriction on root structure generalizes to any novel consonant, we next probed for the ssm-smm asymmetry for each of the four nonnative phonemes. Recall that Hebrew speakers generalize the restriction on identical consonants to any novel consonantal segment, for /t+/, /dÇ/, and even // (a segment whose TTCA value is unattested in Hebrew), but not to the nonconsonantal /w/. The performance of the revised model captured this pattern quite well (see figure 6 on page 115). A 2-root-type (ssm-smm) ‫ן‬ 4-phoneme ANOVA yielded a reliable interaction (F(3, ‫,09.4ס)02‬ MSE‫,67.1ס‬ pϽ.02). A planned comparison confirmed that, like humans, the model generalized the ssm-smm asymmetry for each of the three consonantal segments-for /t+/ (t(20)‫,54.4ס‬ pϽ.0003), /dÇ/ (t(20)‫,93.5ס‬ pϽ.00004), and // (t(20)‫,79.2ס‬ pϽ.008)-but not to the nonconsonantal /w/ (t(20)Ͻ1, n.s.). In accord with human behavior, the revised model banned the reduplication of the nonconsonantal /w/, but allowed all other identical nonnative consonantal phonemes to occur root-finally. Thus, the revised model was able to generalize the restriction on root structure to novel phonemes, and its performance closely matched human behavior.
Conclusions
Numerous statistical models have captured diverse phonotactic phenomena using mechanisms that track the cooccurrence of features in linguistic experience. The success of such models might prima facie appear to suggest that the computational machinery of phonological grammars is fundamentally limited, devoid of the capacity to relate variables and exhibit unbounded generalizations. Our investigation addressed this possibility by systematically examining the scope of the generalizations in one influential architecture: the architecture of the HW08 model. 
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Figure 5
Harmony scores generated by the revised Maxent Gain model for native and nonnative phonemes. Error bars reflect confidence intervals constructed for the difference between the means.
Although the original HW08 architecture is remarkably effective at learning various phonotactic phenomena, we found that its failure to learn constraints on the relations among variables ultimately hinders its ability to capture the performance of human learners. This limitation of the original model is not immediately apparent when it is tested on items consisting of attested phonemes, as such generalizations can be approximated from the cooccurrence of features in the lexicon. And indeed, two of the three variants of the HW08 architecture evaluated in our investigation (Maxent Gain and Maxent O/E , but not the original Maxent HW ) generalized to native phonemes adequately. But once these models are challenged with novel phonemes that fall beyond the training space, their failure to generalize becomes evident. Unlike these instantiations of the HW08 proposal, however, humans can generalize the identity function across the board. The discrepancy between human generalizations and those exhibited by the original HW08 architecture, on the one hand, and the strong convergence with the performance of a revised model that implements variables, on the other, strongly supports the view that human phonological grammars include relations among variables.
These conclusions obviously do not undermine the principled adequacy of inductive statistical learning models. In fact, our results show that such models can correctly capture the Hebrew facts once they are equipped with the capacity to encode algebraic restrictions on identity. Such algebraic mechanisms alone, however, might not be sufficient for a full account of phonotactics. First, merely implementing the capacity to encode identity restrictions does not guarantee that Harmony scores generated by the revised Maxent Gain model for roots with nonnative phonemes and the corresponding acceptability ratings by Hebrew speakers. Error bars reflect confidence intervals constructed for the difference between the means. such restrictions are effectively acquired. Follow-up simulations with several variants of the HW08 architecture suggest that the ability of a model to correctly restrict segment identity also depends on various additional aspects of its architecture, including the choice of the constraint selection algorithm. 7 Moreover, a large literature suggests the possibility of substantive constraints on human phonotactics. So while the capacity to encode variables and operate over variables might be necessary to capture human phonological generalizations, it might not be sufficient.
Although our results demonstrate that phonological learners extend generalizations to novel members of a phonological class, even when these instances fall beyond the training space of the relevant constraint, these findings do not speak to the actual scope of those classes-whether phonological categories (e.g., ''any segment,'' ''any feature'') are inherently limited to a specific (perhaps even small) number of instances, or unbounded, akin to syntactic categories such as ''noun'' or ''verb.'' While some classes such as ''any feature'' or ''any segment'' could be a priori confined, this possibility remains controversial (e.g., Lindblom 1998, Port and Leary 2005) . Moreover, many other phonological categories are not restricted in such fashion, and they are routinely called by grammatical constraints, including identity restrictions. One such constraint, Contiguity, requires reduplicants to be a contiguous substring of the base (McCarthy and Prince 1993). To use an example from Hebrew, vered 'rose' reduplicates as vrad.rad, not vrad.vad, as the reduplicant vad does not form a contiguous substring of the base (see also Bat-El 1996) . But unlike segments and features, ''base'' and ''reduplicant'' are open-ended categories that cannot plausibly be restricted to a finite set, and experimental results suggest that speakers productively extend the constraints on these classes to novel instances (Berent and Vaknin, unpublished data) , suggesting that the relevant classes are not bounded in scope.
While unbounded phonological classes await further evidence, the existing findings clearly demonstrate that some of the core machinery necessary for unbounded productivity-algebraic relations between variables-forms part of phonological grammars. Phonology may well be different from syntax in many important ways (Bromberger and Halle 1989) , but at least in this respect, phonology seems much like syntax. Models of phonology that lack the means to represent abstract relationships between variables are, whatever their other virtues, unlikely to be sufficient.
